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Introduction
Ernst Mach is a famous scientist and well reported in literature. Therefore it is not necessary to say much about his biographical data which can be found elsewhere in a great number of articles or books dealing with Ernst Mach, e. g. [1, 2, 3, 4] . Nevertheless, the short scientific station of this great scientist at Karl-Franzens-University in Graz is one of the less described points of his life. To communicate the scientific situation of Ernst Mach in Graz, an overview about the times before, during and after Ernst Mach at the Graz University is given. Karl-Franzens-University of Graz, Austria's second oldest university -after the University of Vienna -can look back upon more than four hundred years of scientific tradition. From its foundation in 1585 up to the present day, natural science and especially physics has been a subject continuously present in the university's curricula. At the beginning scientific investigations basically were carried out in the fields of meteorology, astronomy, applied mathematics and optics due to their importance for building and understanding of instruments of observation. Research in the field of experimental physics of the same tenor as today was actuated from about 1830 on [5] .
Reforms around the middle of the 19 th century together with some convenient developments at the Physical Institute in Graz led to the creation of a second professorship for mathematical physics at an early stage compared with other European universities. This is an important point in connection with Ernst Mach, because he was one of the holders of this chair.
Beside the publications also original instruments are of great advantage to report the scientific work of a single person or at an institute during a certain time period. Fortunately in Graz a great number of retained instruments give hints on main topics and actuality of research activities of a period especially around and during Ernst Mach's stay there.
Special circumstances at Mach's arrival in Graz
When Ernst Mach came to Graz, he stayed at the so-called old University which was situated in the centre of the old town within the same building as at its foundation by the Jesuits. During the 18 th century, a so-called mathematical tower was erected to enforce natural science at the Graz University (Figure 1 ). But problems with the construction of this building led to its demolishment in 1787. This astronomical observatory contained numerous apparatus and instruments mainly for astronomical and terrestrial observations. A detailed description of the mathematical tower and its instruments can be found elsewhere [5] . The equipment was not much extended later on, so that a great part of the experimental instrumentation during Mach's professorship in Graz was still from the mathematical tower.
A great part of the instrumentation came from the traditional workscope of land surveying during the times of the Jesuit University in Graz. Joseph Liesganig -a famous can also be seen. Right: Typical instruments used by Liesganig. Such types of instruments used for astronomical and terrestrial observation were traditionally the main part of the instrumentation at the Graz University and fractions of this equipment could also be found by Ernst Mach when he came to Graz.
geodesist from Graz University -performed meridian surveying using a triangle chain between Brünn (Brno) and Varasdin ( Figure 2 ).
In 1832 a small physical laboratory was installed ( Figure 3 ). This was also the only special laboratory at the University when Ernst Mach held a chair at Karl-FranzensUniversity. Of course some rooms could be used or adapted to perform experiments, but there was no laboratory environment. Between 1830 and 1850 only a small number of additional instruments were acquired for instance to figure out magnetic and meteorological observations which can also be deduced from publications of the scientists in Graz during this period of time [5] .
To sum up, there are the following traditional workscopes at the Faculty of Art in Graz:
• Astronomy, • Meteorology, • Optics (associated with astronomy), • Land Surveying, • Mathematics and Geometry.
The predecessors of Ernst Mach in Graz were Julius Wilhelm Gintl, Carl Hummel and Viktor v. Lang. Gintl was a Professor of Physics between 1836 and 1847. He erected a magnetic observatory and was engaged in meteorological observations. He became renowned for his investigations and publications on telegraphy. Hummel was a Professor of Physics from 1850 to 1867, the same year when Ernst Mach left Graz to occupy a chair at the University of Prague. Hummel was the first one who offered sophisticated lectures at the Graz Physical Institute and carried out the first inventory of the scientific equipment. Lang was the first Professor of Mathematical Physics in Graz. He came to the University in Graz at the same time as Ernst Mach and was a pioneer of solid state physics dealing with the physics of crystals. But Lang complained about the lack of laboratories and left Graz in 1866.
Generally it can be said that Ernst Mach found the following situation when he came to the old University (Figure 4 ) in Graz in 1864:
• one professor of experimental physics, • one professor of mathematical physics, • not enough research laboratories, • poor experimental equipment. From the facts described so far, the possible workscopes in physics in the mid 1860s at the University of Graz can be deduced now: 
Mach's scientific activities in Graz
The best way to investigate the scientific work of Ernst Mach during his stay in Graz is given by his publications during this time together with the instruments and apparatus which are well preserved at the Institute of Physics. In the frame of this work, the detailed analysis and description of Mach's papers and equipment will not be reported, but some results will be given to complete the overview about the times around Ernst Mach's professorship in Graz and his activities there.
Under the conditions explained above, Ernst Mach came to Graz holding his first professorship of mathematics with the permission to give lectures in medical physics from 1864 to 1866. It is interesting to note that Mach's first lecture which he gave in Graz as professor of mathematics was in the field of physics dealing with mechanics (Table 1) . His second professorship in Graz was mathematical physics. Despite the constricted experimental possibilities, he performed experiments beside his teaching activities (Table 1 ). Mach's workscopes in Graz were:
• Teaching • Theory of Sound • Experimental Physiology.
During his three-year stay at Karl-Franzens-University of Graz, Ernst Mach published about 30 works (Table 2 ). This means an average publication rate of 10 publications per year. The two most important topics during Mach's time in Graz were acoustics ( Figure  5 ) and physiology. Beside his publications some instruments, apparatus and detailed models about human ear as well as human eye keep records about these activities ( Figure 6 ).
After Mach left Graz, acoustics was still a research topic at the University, continued by August Töpler and Ludwig Boltzmann. The first one was a Professor of experimental physics after Carl Hummel from 1868 on whereas the latter one was the successor of Ernst Mach at the chair of mathematical physics.
There is also an interesting parallel between Ernst Mach and Ludwig Boltzmann concerning their activities at the Physical Institute in Graz. Boltzmann was two times in But considering their professorships, as well as their scientific activities and publications, they both stand in between experimental physics and theoretical physics. Anyway, both of them were excellent experimentalists and they figured out important experimental investigations, but Boltzmann became more famous for his lasting theoretical works whereas Mach gained famousness mostly for his experimental results.
Years after Mach left for Prague
According to August Töpler's plans, today's building of the Physical Institute at KarlFranzens-University was constructed and finished 1875. At these times it was a state of the art research centre with excellent instrumentation. The brilliant experimental conditions at the new building of the Physical Institute in Graz were a great temptation for Mach to come again to Graz after Töpler left for Dresden 1876. There are hints that Mach wanted to return to Graz [6] but the succession of Töpler in Graz was a decision of either Boltzmann or Mach. At that time Boltzmann stayed at the University of Vienna. It was a great controversy in Graz but at last Mach gave precedence for this position to Ludwig Boltzmann. 
Conclusion
Ernst Mach's activities as a Professor of Mathematics and later on of Mathematical Physics coincided with times of changes at the Physical Institute in Graz. There he was intensively engaged with acoustics and physiological phenomena whereas he performed experiments, despite the fact that the experimental possibilities at the University were extremely constricted at these times. After he left, Mach did not lose connection and also visited the Graz Institute. It is probable that he came in contact with Töpler and his original apparatus of the Schlieren-method in Graz. When he already held a chair of Experimental Physics in Prague, he wanted to return to Graz to the newly erected building as a successor of August Töpler in 1876.
